Evidence for a single active site in the human angiotensin I-converting enzyme from inhibitor binding studies with [3H] RU 44 403: role of chloride.
Binding of the potent radiolabelled competitive inhibitor 3H RU 44403 to pure human kidney angiotensin-I converting enzyme was examined in equilibrium and non equilibrium conditions. Equilibrium dialysis experiments indicate that, despite the duplicated structure of the enzyme and the presence of two putative active sites, 3H RU 44403 interacts with a single high affinity (Kd = 0.44 +/- 0.05 x 10-9 M, n = 3) binding site. This suggests that only one of the two putative active sites is functional, and can bind substrates or inhibitors. Sodium chloride plays an essential role in the enzyme-inhibitor interaction. The formation of the complex is only slightly influenced by NaCl, but the kinetic of dissociation is dramatically dependent on NaCl concentration. In a Nacl free medium the complex is unstable and dissociates rapidly. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that chloride ion influences isomerization of the complex toward a more stable form.